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8A9 - MARQUISE DEVAN
The Anybodies Fern discovers that she was swapped at birth and
leaves her tragically dull parents for an unforgettable adventure
with her true father, the Bone. Just who are the Anybodies? You'll
have to read to ﬁnd out! Narrated by the hilariously intrusive N.
E. Bode, The Anybodies is a magical adventure for readers of all
ages. The Nobodies Fern Drudger's quirky adventures continue in
this delightful sequel to The Anybodies. She goes to Camp Happy
Sunshine Good Times and is bombarded by desperate messages
from people who call themselves the Nobodies. But who are the
Nobodies, and what do they want from Fern?
A magical fantasy that is fast-paced and easy-to-read. Charlie
Bone has a special gift- he can hear people in photographs talking.The fabulous powers of the Red King were passed down
through his descendants, after turning up quite unexpectedly, in
someone who had no idea where they came from. This is what
happened to Charlie Bone, and to some of the children he met be-

hind the grim, gray walls of Bloor's Academy. Charlie Bone has
discovered an unusual gift-he can hear people in photographs
talking! His scheming aunts decide to send him to Bloor Academy, a school for genius's where he uses his gifts to discover the
truth despite all the dangers that lie ahead.
This paperback edition of The Magic Thief: Home, the fourth book
in the acclaimed Magic Thief series, ﬁnds new wizard Conn back
where he started—accused of being a thief. Despite successfully
securing a balance between the competing magics of Wellmet,
Conn is not happy. Duchess Rowan has promoted him to ducal
magister, but the other wizards only see him as a thief. Something sinister is brewing, as magicians' locus stones are being
stolen and magical spells are going awry. As Conn faces old enemies and powerful magical forces, is he strong enough to save
the city he calls home? Diana Wynne Jones, author of Howl's Moving Castle, praised this middle grade fantasy series ﬁlled with
magic and wonder, saying of the ﬁrst book, "I couldn't put it
down. Wonderful, exciting stuﬀ."
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A highly original and magical debut novel, about Tom, caught between his elﬁn home and the world of humans. It combines a gripping story and strong characters with powerful images and insights into what it is that makes us human.
Discover the dark and seductive realm of faerie in the ﬁrst book
of New York Times bestseller Holly Black’s critically acclaimed
Modern Faerie Tales series, where one girl must save herself from
the sinister magic of the fey courts, and protect her heart in the
process. Sixteen-year-old Kaye is a modern nomad. Fierce and independent, she drifts from place to place with her mother’s rock
band until an ominous attack forces them back to Kaye’s childhood home. But Kaye’s life takes another turn when she stumbles
upon an injured faerie knight in the woods. Kaye has always been
able to see faeries where others could not, and she chooses to
save the strange young man instead of leaving him to die. But
this fateful choice will have more dire consequences than she
could ever predict, as Kaye soon ﬁnds herself the unwilling pawn
in an ancient and violent power struggle between two rival faerie
kingdoms—a struggle that could very well mean her death.
After his family is forced into a life of poverty on the harsh streets
of Calcutta and his father goes missing, Anand encounters a
stranger who asks him to watch over his magical conch, and that
meeting soon leads Anand on an important journey into the high
mountains to bring the conch back to its rightful home. Reader's
Guide available. Reprint.
A graphic novel of the report of the 9/11 Commission reveals the
Commission's ﬁndings regarding the terrorist attacks on the United States and its recommendations concerning what the United
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States government needs to do in its wake.
Eva Nine was raised by the robot Muthr. But when a marauder destroys the underground sanctuary she called home, twelve-yearold Eva is forced to ﬂee aboveground. Eva Nine is searching for
anyone else like her. She knows that other humans exist because
of a very special item she treasures ~ a scrap of cardboard on
which is depicted a young girl, an adult, and a robot along with
the strange word "WondLa". Tony DiTerlizzi honours traditional
children's literature in this totally original space age adventure:
one that is as complex as an alien planet, but as simple as a
child's wish for a place to belong.
Acclaimed authors Holly Black (Ironside) and Cecil Castellucci
(Boy Proof) have united in geekdom to edit short stories from
some of the best selling and most promising geeks in young adult
literature: M.T. Anderson, Libba Bray, Cassandra Clare, John
Green, Tracy Lynn, Cynthia and Greg Leitich Smith, David Levithan, Kelly Link, Barry Lyga, Wendy Mass, Garth Nix, Scott Westerﬁeld, Lisa Yee, and Sara Zarr. With illustrated interstitials from
comic book artists Hope Larson and Bryan Lee O'Malley, Geektastic covers all things geeky, from Klingons and Jedi Knights to fan
ﬁction, theater geeks, and cosplayers. Whether you're a former,
current, or future geek, or if you just want to get in touch with
your inner geek, Geektastic will help you get your geek on!
Mailee and Cara take care of each other. Mailee is the star of the
high school plays; Cara is the stage manager. Mailee can't keep
her life together; Cara has enough organizational skills for the
both of them.So when the girls are invited to visit the Haven, a
commune in the mountains near their suburban Montana homes,
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it seems like an adventure. Until Cara starts spending every waking minute there ... and Mailee thinks it's creepy, almost like a
cult. When Cara decides she's going to move to the Haven permanently, Mailee knows it's a bad idea. But how far will she go to
save her best friend ... from herself?
Life in the village of Pigbone is boring until an aspiring magician
and his talking toad come to town and ask Edward to help them
slay the Dragon of Doom.
In his sleek, visceral novels Deviant Way, Kiss of Evil, and The Violet Hour, Richard Montanari slammed into the suspense ﬁeld like
a force of nature. Now Montanari has written an astounding novel
that pits two besieged detectives against a ﬁercely intelligent serial killer. Sprawling beneath the statue of William Penn, Philadelphia is a city of downtrodden crack houses and upscale brownstones. Somewhere in this concrete crazy quilt, one teenage
Catholic girl is writing in her diary, another is pouring her heart
out to a friend, and yet another is praying. And somewhere in this
city is a man who wants these young women to make his macabre fantasy become reality. In a passion play of his own, he will
take the girls–and a whole city–over the edge. Kevin Byrne is a
veteran cop who already knows that edge: He’s been living on it
far too long. His marriage failing, his former partner wasting away
in a hospital, and his heart lost to mad fury, Byrne loves to take
risks and is breaking every rule in the book. And now he has been
given a rookie partner. Jessica Balzano, the daughter of a famous
Philly cop, doesn’t want Byrne’s help. But they will need each
other desperately, since they’ve just caught the case of a lifetime: Someone is killing devout young women, bolting their
hands together in prayer, and committing an abomination upon
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their otherwise perfect bodies. Byrne and Balzano spearhead the
hunt for the serial killer, who leads them on a methodically
planned journey. Suspects appear before them like bad dreams–and vanish just as quickly. And while Byrne’s sins begin to
catch up with him, and Balzano tries to solve the blood-splattered
puzzle, the body count rises. Meanwhile, the calendar is approaching Easter and the day of the resurrection. When the last rosary is
counted, a madman’s methods will be revealed, and the ﬁnal
crime will be the one that hurts the most. Relentlessly paced and
vividly told, The Rosary Girls is a smart, emotionally complex,
ﬁercely gripping thriller from an author who takes chances,
breaks new ground, and leaves readers haunted and moved long
after the last page is turned. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Richard Montanari's The Echo Man.
Do you believe in faeries? Not the soft, gentle kind, but the sinister, feral kind ~ the ones that wreak havoc on everything in their
path... A fairy-tale series with a diﬀerence from Holly Black, bestselling author of The Spiderwick Chronicles and The Cruel Prince.
When Valerie Russell runs away to New York City, she's trying to
escape a life that has utterly betrayed her. Taking on a new identity, she seeks refuge with a gang of squatters who live in the city's labyrinthine subway system. But there's something eerily beguiling about Val's new friends ... Lolli talks of monsters in the
subway tunnels and uses a shimmery amber-coloured powder
that makes the shadows around her dance. While Luis claims he
can make deals with creatures that no one else can see. And
when Luis's brother, Dave, makes the mistake of letting Val tag
along as he makes a delivery to a woman who turns out to have
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goat hooves instead of feet, Val knows that there's magic at play
in the subway tunnels... A bewildered Val allows Lolli to talk her into tracking down the hidden lair of the creature for whom Luis
and Dave have been working, only to ﬁnd herself bound into service by a troll named Ravus. He is as hideous as he is honourable,
and as Val grows to know him, she ﬁnds herself torn between
aﬀection for him and fear of what her new friends are becoming
because of him...
'A twenty-six letter menagerie!'
Elsie, an exclamation point, announces loudly that she's sure
she'll win the school Punctuation Bee. But Penny, a period, and
her friend, Quentin, a question mark, decide to practice and practice. Penny wants to beat Elsie, who brags way too much!
Lonely for a place of her own, a ten-year-old orphan creates a secret home in a deserted cottage.
While on the lookout for treasure ships, the Sea Wolf pirates encounter a tattered galleon adrift on the Caribbean Sea. When
they board, they ﬁnd only one crew member left - and he explains that his ship was attacked by a giant, tentacle-ridden sea
monster! When the monster suddenly appears and attacks the
Sea Wolf, Sam and Fernando are swept overboard! Can they escape and defeat this new threat or are they destined to become
ﬁsh food?
The third book in the Children of the Red King series, CHARLIE
BONE AND THE INVISIBLE BOY oﬀers more magical fantasy that is
fast paced and easy to read.This semester at Bloor's Academy
brings a few changes. There is a new art teacher, Mr. Boldova,
and a new student named Belle, who lives with the Yewbeam
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aunts and seems to have strange power over them. Emma and
Charlie soon discover Mr. Boldova's secret identity: He is the older brother of Ollie Sparks, the boy who lives in the attic of Bloor's
Academy. Ollie had always been prying into matters that didn't
concern him, so Ezekiel Bloor had made him invisible. When Charlie and his friends ﬁnd him, Ollie is alone and hungry, so they
promise to help him become visible again.
Now on Broadway as second understudy for E.T., Nate Foster
keeps in close contact with his best friend, Libby, as he faces his
nemesis, Jordan Rylance, and his own insecurities as the cast
member with the least training and experience.
A dark and fantastic collection of stories from the author of Tithe
and The Spiderwick Chronicles.
In the ﬁnal installment of Beyond the Spiderwick Chronicles, Nick
and Laurie had thought they solved their giant problems when
they drove all the giants into the sea. But now, the Grace kids
have come back to tell them they may have more trouble coming
their way! It turns out the giants control the population of Hydra,
a dragon like creature that is creating sinkholes all over Florida.
But with the mermaids refusing to return the giants to the shore,
the nixie's still missing and the threat of a destroyed Florida drawing closer, the kids have to take matters in their own hands. Will
Nick and Laurie be able to stop the destruction they unwittingly
caused? Can a new giant hunter help save the day? Can Arthur
Spiderwick's Field Guide help them out of this or are they on their
own? Find out in the ﬁnal conclusion of the Spiderwick saga!
For fans of The Da Vinci Code: A conspiracy thriller about an ageold brotherhood of killers. Once hired by princes of the Church to
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protect it in dangerous times, whose orders do they obey now? In
the Vatican, the pope is dying as priestly vultures gather around,
whispering the names of possible successors. In a forgotten monastery on Ireland's gale-swept coast, a dangerous document is
hidden, waiting to be claimed. And in a family chapel in Princeton, New Jersey, a nun is murdered at her prayers. Sister Valentine was an outspoken activist, a thorn in the Church's side. When
her brother, lawyer Ben Driskill, realizes that the Church will never investigate her death, he sets out to ﬁnd the murderer himself
-- and uncovers a dangerous, explosive secret.
Includes reading group discussion/teacher guide.
This unique collection of Twain’s essential short stories and semiautobiographical narratives is a testament to the author’s vast
imagination. Featuring popular tales such as “Jim Smiley and His
Jumping Frog” and “The Man That Corrupted Hadleyburg,” as well
as some delightful excerpts from The Diaries of Adam and Eve,
this compilation also includes darker works written in the author’s
twilight years. These selections illuminate the depth of Twain’s
artistry, humor, irony, and narrative genius.
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for a new home, Claire's family is staying in the guesthouse of
the one and only Massie Block -- Queen Bee of Octavian Country
Day School. Claire's future looks worse than a bad Prada knockoﬀ. But with a little luck and a lot of scheming, Claire might just
come up smelling like Chanel No. 19. Meet the rest of the Clique:
Massie Block - With her glossy brunette bob and laser-whitened
smile, Massie is the uncontested ruler of The Clique and the rest
of the social scene at Octavian Country Day School, an exclusive
private girls' school in Westchester County, New York. Massie
knows you'd give anything to be just like her. Dylan Marvil Massie's second in command who divides her time between sucking up to Massie and sucking down Atkins Diet shakes. Alicia
Rivera - As sneaky as she is beautiful, Alicia ﬂoats easily under
adult radar because she seems so "sweet." Would love to take
Massie's throne one day. Just might. Kristen Gregory - She's
smart, hardworking, and will insult you to tears faster than you
can say "my haircut isn't ugly!"
As bonds of love threaten to break forever, the faerie courts will
never be the same in the stunning conclusion to New York Times
bestseller Holly Black’s critically acclaimed Modern Faerie Tale series. As the darkest day of the year approaches, the time has
come for Roiben’s coronation. Uneasy in the midst of the malevolent Unseelie Court, pixie Kaye is sure of only one thing—her love
for Roiben. But love in the realm of faerie is no simple matter,
and when Kaye declares herself to Roiben during the celebration,
he sends her on a seemingly impossible quest to ﬁnd a faerie
who can tell a lie. Unable to see Roiben until she has fulﬁlled his
quest, Kaye calls upon her friends to help her. Their adventure
will take them on a dangerous path, where Kaye ﬁnds herself at

An anthology of gritty supernatural tales of magic and mischief
by leading genre authors includes an original "Harry Dresden" by
Jim Butcher, Patricia Briggs' story about a vampire who must save
the Fae who lifted his curse, and Holly Black's short pieceabout a
rock star who discovers a young woman's unnatural appetites.
Mean Girls meets Middle School in The Clique... The only thing
harder than getting in, is staying in. Enter Claire Lyons, the new
girl from Florida in Keds and two-year-old Gap overalls, who is
clearly not Clique material. Unfortunately for her, while they look
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the center of the battle of wits and weapons being waged over
Roiben’s throne.
Talk about out of the frying pan, into the ﬁre! I was pretty sure
that my freaky stepsister and that freaky ﬁeld guide of hers
would ruin my life. But now it looks like they're going to ruin all of
Florida, too! Okay, maybe that's not fair. Maybe all these stupid
giants would be waking up anyway, but if it wasn't for her and
that book, I'd be home playing video games and this would be
someone else's giant problem!
First a pack of vile, smelly goblins snatch Simon. Then a band of
elves try to entrap Jared. Why is the entire faerie world so eager
to get their hands on Spiderwick's Guide? And will the Grace kids
be left alone, now that the Guide has mysteriously disappeared?
Don't count on it. At school, someone is running around pretending to be Jared, and it's not Simon. To make matters even worse,
now Mallory has disappeared and something foul in the water is
killing oﬀ all the plants and animals for miles around. Clues point
to the old abandoned quarry, just outside of town. Dwarves have
taken over an abandoned mine there. And the faerie world's
abuzz with the news that a creature with plans to rule the world
has oﬀered them a gift to join with him -- he's given them a
queen...
Dive deep into the vivid underwater world of Dark Life!The
oceans rose, swallowing the lowlands. Earthquakes shattered the
continents, toppling entire regions into the rising water. Now, humans live packed into stack cities. The only ones with any space
of their own are those who live on the ocean ﬂoor: the Dark Life.Ty has spent his whole life living deep undersea. When outlaws at-
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tack his homestead, he ﬁnds himself in a ﬁght to save the only
home he has ever known. Joined by Gemma, a girl from Topside,
Ty ventures into the frontier's rough underworld and discovers
some dark secrets to Dark Life. Secrets that threaten to destroy
everything.
As Napoleon himself once said, 'History is a version of past
events that people have decided to agree upon'. Noted down in
historical documents, copied and widely repeated, it doesn't take
long for a version of the truth to become accepted as fact. But
who invents these false accounts in the ﬁrst place, and why do
they gain traction so quickly? Far from concerning the obscure
and insigniﬁcant parts of our history, these fundamental inaccuracies and downright lies colour the depiction of many of those pivotal characters and events we learnt about at school. Cleopatra,
Marco Polo, Captain Cook, Joan of Arc; most of us could probably
reel oﬀ a fact or two about each. But as this intriguing book reveals, a closer examination of these core parts of our social and
political history shows that often all was not as it seemed, and
that the agendas of those responsible for recording these events
had a huge impact on what was reported and what was covered
up. The Mysteries of History is an entertaining romp through the
centuries, uncovering the great mysteries surrounding some of
the most inaccurate and misleading parts of our past.
Thanks to the mysterious ﬁeld guide left behind by their long-lost
great-great-uncle Arthur Spiderwick, life for the Grace kids—Jared, Simon, and Mallory—is beyond weird. When Simon goes
missing, Jared is convinced creatures from the faerie world have
something to do with it. Mallory is not convinced. That is, until
she and Jared have to contend with a band of menacing, maraud-
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ing goblins. Simon is clearly in danger, and it’s up to Mallory and
Simon to save him, before it’s too late…
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Life sucks when your friends are pissed at you. Just ask Zoey Redbird – she's become an expert on suckiness. In one week she has
gone from having three boyfriends to having none, and from having a close group of friends who trusted and supported her, to being an outcast. Speaking of friends, the only two Zoey has left are
undead and unMarked. And Neferet has declared war on humans,
which Zoey knows in her heart is wrong. But will anyone listen to
her? Zoey's adventures at vampyre ﬁnishing school take a wild
and dangerous turn as loyalties are tested, shocking true intentions come to light, and an ancient evil is awakened in PC and
Kristin Cast's spellbinding fourth House of Night novel. (Recommended for readers age 13 and older)
Book-loving Kenny the rabbit has few friends in his farming community, so when one, bookstore owner George, is sent to kill
another, gentle dragon Grahame, Kenny must ﬁnd a way to prevent their battle while satisfying the dragon-crazed townspeople.

Locked in a British military asylum after been wounded in a
bloody massacre resulting from his own brother's betrayal, American Tom Wall is oﬀered a chance of freedom if he can pretend to
be his traitorous brother to persuade a captured Nazi spy to reveal his sources, in a thriller set on the eve of the Pearl Harbor attack. A ﬁrst novel. Reprint.
A New York Times bestseller! Unicorns are real. (At least we think
they are.) Are you ready to protect the creatures of myth and legend? Then you belong in The Unicorn Rescue Society. HURRY–THE CREATURES NEED YOU! Elliot Eisner isn't exactly thrilled
with the ﬁrst day at his new school. His class is going on a ﬁeld
trip to a creepy forest called the Pine Barrens. The trip is being
led by Professor Fauna, the weirdest teacher Elliot has ever met.
And the only kid who will talk to Elliot, Uchenna Devereaux, isn’t
afraid of danger. She likes danger. Elliot and Uchenna are about
to become part of a secret group of adventurers, The Unicorn Rescue Society, whose goal is to protect and defend the world’s
mythical creatures. Together with Professor Fauna, Elliot and
Uchenna must help rescue a Jersey Devil from a duo of conniving,
greedy billionaires, the Schmoke Brothers. Join Elliot and Uchenna
on their very ﬁrst quest as members of the Unicorn Rescue Society in this fantasy-adventure series from Adam Gidwitz, the
beloved bestselling and Newbery Honor-winning author of The Inquisitors Tale and A Tale Dark & Grimm. Illustrated throughout,
this is the perfect ﬁt for newly independent readers looking for a
story full of adventure, fun, and friendship.

Explores the character of the Joker and his signiﬁcance as the
quintessential villain.
What happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas. Especially murder. Nikki
Tate is infamous, even by Las Vegas standards. Her dad is sitting
on death row, convicted of killing his best friend in a gambling dispute turned ugly. And for ﬁve years, he's maintained his innocence. But Nikki wants no part of that. She's been working on Operation Escape Vegas: playing in illegal card games so she can
save up enough money to get out come graduation day.Then her
dad's murder conviction is overturned. The new evidence seems
to come out of nowhere and Nikki's life becomes a mess when
he's released from prison. Because the dad who comes home is
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not the dad she remembers. And he's desperately obsessed with
ﬁnding out who framed him-and why.As her dad digs into the
seedy underbelly of Vegas, the past threatens everything and Nik-
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ki is drawn into his deadly hunt for the truth. But in the city of sin,
some sinners will do anything to keep their secrets, and Nikki
soon ﬁnds herself playing for the biggest gamble ever-her life.
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